
EasyTel
Seniors Mobile Homephone

NO NBN™ REQUIRED
 

 
Looks and functionality of a land line phone with the flexibility of a mobile phone

 
Olitech EasyTel is a home/desktop style phone that uses a micro SIM card instead of a fixed line. It offers

the perfect solution for those who don't want or need an NBN™ phone connection. The EasyTel works
on the mobile network; no land line is needed.

Amplified Volume

Enlarged Buttons

Easy To Use

M4/T4 Telecoil and Bluetooth
compatibility, enabling
enhanced volume and clarity
when connected
to Telecoil/Bluetooth enabled
Hearing Aids.

Amplified volume. Up to 90dB
ringtone and 40dB ear piece
volume boost  (volume level
and tone clarity adjustable).

Replaceable and rechargeable 
backup battery offers up to 8
hours standby time. You will
still be connected even when
the power fails.

Large, tactile keypad and
"talking keys" for those with
low vision or dexterity.

Optional waterproof emergency
pendantwhich can be worn as a
bracelet or on a lanyard
(included). Approximate 10-12
m indoor and 20 m outdoor
range.

Large, visible emergency
button allows the caller to
instantly call pre-programmed
phone numbers (up to 5 ).
Optional emergency
pendant also available.

03 9755 8885

www.olitech.com.au
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What is the EasyTel homephone?
The Olitech EasyTel is an alternative option for those who don't want a NBN connection. The EasyTel phone works on the

mobile network with the functionality of a classic land line style phone. It is the perfect solution for seniors and those who have
low hearing/vision.

 
Who is the EasyTel Homephone suitable for?

The Olitech EasyTel Homephone has been designed as an easy to use home phone. It features large buttons that can be easily
located by sight or touch, amplified speakers, voice output keypad and speed dial function. As such, it offers greater accessibility

to users who may have reduced sight, hearing or dexterity and is very popular within the aged population.
 

Is this phone suitable for a person with reduced hearing?
The Olitech EasyTel offers amplified ringtones and speakers. Normal ringtone volume can be increased up to 90dB and

earpiece volume can be boosted up to 40dB. This phone is also compatible with Bluetooth enabled hearing aids and has an
M4/T4 compatibility rating.

 
Is this phone suitable for a person with reduced vision?

The Olitech EasyTel Homephone was developed in conjunction with Vision Australia and contains many features such as large,
tactile buttons and “talking” keys that are beneficial for a person with reduced vision.

Eco SIM Plan
Now you can bundle your phone with our Eco Plan

$14 / per month

No Lock-in
Contract

Unlimited Calls
& Text

%98.8 Network 
Coverage


